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When we saw what this trip offered – Turkey by land 

then 13 days in a floating hotel taking us to ports 

belonging to Turkey, Georgia, Russia, the Crimea, 

Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria – it seemed too good to 

be true; a completely new part of the world on offer! 

We tried for the 2013 tour by Captains Choice but it 

was booked out. So we locked in with a fat deposit for 

the 2014 tour. Soon afterwards, Russia walked into the 

Crimea, tried to walk into the Ukraine, had on ongoing 

bust up in Georgia, while in Turkey, 4 million people in 

June 2013 were in an antigovernment protest in Taksim Square, Istanbul. Our trip was going to be 

even more interesting than we had thought. The itinerary was changed accordingly, missing the 

Crimea, but with an extra day in Romania and at sea, which was a welcome break to rest up and to 

write up your notes.  

Istanbul 

We arrived in that dizzy dreamlike state following a long flight across 

time zones. Our bus from the airport battled the traffic for nearly an 

hour, an hour in which was crammed with chaotic traffic, glimpses of 

the old city parts of which originated in 7th century BC, through the 

new city which dates only from around 400 AD. We cross the Galata 

Bridge over an inlet called the Golden Horn, a famous name but not 

what I expected. The name Istanbul has the ring of mystery and 

magic: not much of either so far. We drive up a crowded street on the northern European side to our 

hotel which dominates the top of the hill minutes from Taksim Square, the scene of recent huge 

antigovernment demonstrations – more of that later. 

On our way we learned a few basic facts. Turkey’s total area is that of 

France and UK combined and is divided into Asian, east of the 

Bosphorus otherwise known as Anatolia; and European, west of the 

Bosphorus, otherwise known as Thrace.  There is however no political 

and little demographic difference between 

the two although Anatolia is a little more 

conservative with more evidence of the hijab 

than in Thrace. (The hijab is essentially a scarf covering the head leaving the 

face open, the niqab covers head and face but not the eyes, the burka, 

cover s the face except for eye slits). The largest city is Istanbul with 15 million but the capital is 

Ankara in Anatolia. More details as we go. 

We took the tram back to the Galata Bridge, where 

hundreds of fishermen dangled their rods into the Golden 

Horn. The current under the bridge sweeps fish from the 

Black Sea through the Bosphorus into the Aegean. Locals 

believe the fish taste better once into the Bosphorus – that 

must be due to the nutritious waste disposal of 15 million 
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Istanbullians into the Bosphorus. We walk back to the hotel in the lower storey of the bridge through 

narrow streets with rainbow coloured stairs leading off, small shops selling everything from liquor, 

fruit, electrical generators to whatever firearms you might need. 

Here as elsewhere in Turkey there are cats 

everywhere. They are tame and rub against 

your legs purring like well-loved cats tend to do 

but they are technically strays. They are 

community owned, shopkeepers leave food out 

for them. Stray dogs have small leather clips in their ear: they are rounded 

up, clipped, desexed and let loose for the community to look after them – and they do. 

Topkapi Palace was the original palace of the Ottoman Sultans from 1465 to 

1853 and is the home of the treasures of the 

immensely wealthy and extensive Ottoman 

Empire (1299 to 1922). “Palace” here is not a 

matter of a building but of a complex of 

buildings. In the most popular area the jewels 

are on very carefully guarded public display, 

including an 80 carat diamond, but they may not be photographed. The 

1964 film Topkapi was about a jewel heist there. 

Just down from our hotel is the Dolmabahce Palace, the largest in 

Turkey, built between 1843 and 1856. This was home to the last six 

Sultans and when the Ottoman Empire was no more, Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk lived there. It is a splendid pile with neighbouring mosque 

and bell tower. 

The Hagia Sophia, Church of Divine Wisdom, is arguably the most important building in Istanbul, 

architecturally and historically. Built by Byzantine Emperor 

Justinian in the 6th century on the site of Christian churches 

going back 404 BC. The Ottomans converted it into a mosque in 

1453. In the 16th century it was extended 

with four minarets and galumphing 

buttresses (hardly flying) to add support. 

Ataturk had it converted into a public 

museum in 1935. The first dome crashed 

into the church only years after being built but its replacement has lasted some 

14 centuries. It is under continuing restoration, half being screened off while we were there. 

Beautiful frescoes: Archangel, Virgin and Child, and here is 

Emperor Constantine IX and Empress Zoe donating to Christ, 

dating from the 11th century. 

The Basilica Cisterns, built around 530 AD to provide a water 

supply to ancient Istanbul, was so-called because a magnificent 

basilica once stood on the site,. The site was excavated and 
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cleaned up for visitors only recently. The fish are there to test the quality of the water, which seems 

to be ok so far. Then I was struck with déjà vu: had I been here before? No, but Sean Connery had in 

From Russia with Love: the cistern was the scene of a gunfight but it is not located under the Russian 

embassy as claimed in the film but miles away. A couple of Medusa heads are there but nobody 

quite knows why. 

The ancient district of Sultanahmet contains the Hippodrome and the Blue Mosque. The 

Hippodrome, or race course, was originally built in AD 203 by 

Emperor Septimium Severus in Byzantium. Constantine the 

Great renamed the city Constantinople, and greatly enlarged 

it, including the Hippodrome, which was 450 m long and 1509 

m wide and the stands could accommodate 10,000 people. 

Works of art from all over the world were housed in the 

Hippodrome: the Serpent Column, lifted from the Temple at 

Delphi, once looked like the left but now is a broken stump of 

the spiral base. The Obelisk of Thutmose III going back to 

1450 BC marks one end, the Walled Obelisk, erected by a 

later Constantine in the 10th century AD, the other end, originally covered with gold plaques until the 

Crusaders took a fancy to them, leaving the plain brickwork that is there today. 

The Blue Mosque is said to be one of the most magnificent, one of only two mosques having six 

minarets. It is called “blue” because of the blue tiles not because 

the toes of the faithful go blue with cold as they wash their feet 

before entering. Here are some shots of the main part and 

dome. The area for prayer is out of bounds except for men only 

during prayer time but the women can watch from a balcony.  

The muezzin is oriented towards mecca, and the iman preaches 

from the pulpit at the end. An electronic board informs the time 

and the schedule for the muezzin to make the welkin ring, which it does six loud times a day. In 

Turkey, with 90% of the population Sunni Muslims but officially a secular state, the muezzin is a 

reminder, not a command. Practising Turkish Muslims usually attend the mosque around midday 

only on Fridays, men only. 

As for women, they otherwise have equal rights to men. Several Anatolian 

women wear the hijab but only by choice. Any burkas seen belong to 

tourists, mainly from Iran or Saudi Arabia. Recently, a plane was boarded 

in Iran with burka wearing women who disembarked wearing shorts and 

bikinis. A photographer snapped the happy ladies at a favourite Turkish 

seaside resort and published the picture in an Iranian newspaper. The 

Supreme Leader, outraged, had all flights to that destination cancelled. 

Our guide Tanna explains that the Koran was written in the 7th century and makes no mention of the 

treatment of women, burkas, sharia law or any of those things that militant muslimism scares us 

with today. The Koran was written in Arabic, which was not understood by most Muslims who 

nevertheless have to recite it word perfect: rather like the Bible which was written in Latin which 

medieval people did not understand. Therefore it became easy for politicians – all male – to offload 
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their own political agenda onto Muslimism replacing the original message of love and peace with 

militant misogyny and fanaticism.  There are 260 different varieties of Muslimism most of which are 

entirely peaceful. For example, the whirling dervishes, which we saw later in 

Pamukkale, engage on a mystical journey towards love without discriminating 

on grounds of belief, class or race. We return to this humbling and 

transformative ceremony later in our own more fleshly journey. 

Interesting that ladies in burkas seem just as interested in taking selfies than 

ladies in hijabs or less. Inside that cloak of anonymity, there 

certainly seems to dwell a person with a strong sense of 

identity. 

For a change of scene we visit the German Fountain which was built to 

commemorate the second visit of German Emperor Wilhelm II to Istanbul in the 

name of Turkish German friendship.  

Then we go to one of the famous markets in Istanbul: the Spice market where we find an array of 

spices, all sorts of food and an especially pleasant surprise, nice Turkish 

Delight, not the sickly sweet goo that creates dental ruin, stuffed with 

different nuts and fruits. But the Grand Bazaar is the most famous market, 

having been in existence for 4 centuries. It comprises an amazing array of 

58 streets and 4,000 shops displaying all sorts of spices, food and clothing, 

musical instruments as pictured here and whatever else. This too is 

familiar, for Daniel Craig and a nasty man in Skyfall tried to trash the 

Bazaar on their motorcycles. From 8 am 55,000 people throng here 

every day but not when Daniel Craig is around.  After a lecture on 

Turkish coffee by Tanna – the actuality was disappointingly thin, not the 

gorgeous mud I had been expecting – we are on our own to explore the 

Bazaar further if we like. No one dares get lost in that maze. We decide 

instead to visit the infamous Taksim Square, just behind our hotel. 

This is the area where 4 million protesting Turks gathered in June last year, one 

of the largest open air gathering places.  It has pleasant surrounds, a nice 

fountain, and the source of the trouble: trees.  Three sons of ministers wanted 

to build a shopping mall there and ordered the trees to be cut down: this on 

top of a lot of tree clearing for similar reasons involving strong man Erdogan. 

Turks love their trees, unlike Tasmanian politicians, and 4 million people 

protested with a massive sit in. The ministerial sons involved were gaoled for a 

couple of months but are now on the loose again. 
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Strong man Recep Erdogan having served the limit of two goes as PM, 

appointed himself President with overriding powers. Erdogan has 106 

luxury cars, each with a separate driver, and whenever he visits he brings 

along a fleet of 65 cars including minders and traffic police outriders, 

which chokes the already chaotic traffic to the annoyance of citizens. As 

Tanna said a helicopter would be quicker and cheaper but it wouldn’t 

make the same statement. The following and similar photographs were 

widely published with the caption “separated at birth”. He was shamelessly corrupt, doing deals for 

the benefit of his own family and friends. A telephone conversation between Erdogan and his son 

was recorded in which Erdogan enquired about a large amount of money his son was to collect. The 

simple lad replied, “No Dad, that’s all yours and the $32million is at home.” The journalist who 

reported that was imprisoned, but Erdogan got away with it. Why am I reminded of the journalism 

student who reported an unadvertised $60,000 “scholarship” that was awarded to Tony Abbott’s 

daughter by the principal of an arts college who was himself a large donator to the Liberal Party? She 

was charged, facing years imprisonment for accessing confidential documents, but Turkey we appear 

to nod in the direction of the separation of powers, for the student was only awarded a suspended 

sentence.  

Secularism is now under threat for several reasons. Militant Muslimism surrounds the country on 

almost all sides, while inside Erdogan cosied up to the Muslim Brotherhood in the Egyptian crisis. He 

converted thousands of government schools into religious schools and changed the law so that girls 

over 10 years of age may wear the hijab whereas previously that was illegal. 

Our final visit in Istanbul is to St Chora church, dedicated to Jesus Pantocrator, the ruler of the 

universe. Originally dedicated in early 5th century the present structure 

dates from 1077-1081, and regarded as the finest example of Byzantine 

architecture, the interior walls covered with frescoes and mosaics 

depicting the life of Christ.  As usual, it was converted into a mosque 

when the Ottomans took over Constantinople and all the walls covered 

with plaster as the Muslim faith does not allow figures or icons. Again as usual, it was declared a 

museum in 1958 and the images revealed, in better shape than if they had been left uncovered, the 

colours unusually rich. You enter under the watchful eye of 

Jesus Pantokrator to find that inside almost all walls and 

ceilings are or were covered in frescoes, including the entry into 

Bethlehem, Herod instructing his soldiers to kill  all male babies, 

their mothers weeping, and the inevitable: an emperor trying 

to buy favours from Christ. Here is Christ in Heaven receiving 

Adam and Eve from hell (for a list of all the scenes and further 

illustrations and scenes, Google “Chora Church”). Outside there 

is a reproduction of a controversial fresco undergoing restoration: the death of the Virgin Mary in 

domestic circumstances, seemingly in defiance of the doctrine of the Immaculate Assumption, which 

had always been controversial until Pius XII made it dogma in 1950. Interestingly, we later visit what 

was said to be Mary’s last home near Ephesus where she is said to have died in old age. Is the major 

theme of the 6th century Sumela monastery we visit later. 
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Istanbul is a hugely complex city, something I increasingly realised as I prepared 

this presentation than when actually experiencing it. There is so much sensory 

and information overload. Superficially one sees the dirt and chaos and awful 

traffic, but at a deeper level it must be one of the great cities of the world. 

Now for the inland Turkey which we will be doing by an impressive, softly purring, 

cheetah-fast, locally built Mercedes bus. 

Gallipoli 

Driving out of Istanbul for the Dardanelles and Anzac Cove we came across a once traffic hazard: a 

pair of brand new office towers under construction. When numerous car accidents started occurring 

at the site, an enquiry was held. It turned out drivers were counting the number of stories as they 

drove past. When the developer placed a large sign outside saying in large clear letters how many 

stories there currently were, accidents dropped to zero. 

At Gallipoli it was cold, windy and raining, and we duly paid 

homage. We were given a red carnation each to place on a 

grave of our choosing. Here 

is North Beach where the 

ANZACS landed on 25 April, 

and you can see how 

impossible it was. Lone Pine 

is still there with the names 

of fallen Australian and New Zealand soldiers who have no graves.  

On the same day the British landed troops at Cape Hellas, which was far safer but they were 

hemmed in by the Turks and were not much help. Overlooking North Beach and the whole area was 

the Turkish stronghold under Mustafa Kemal: the topographical advantage to the Turks is obvious. A 

statue of Mustafa Kemal directing operations is there, a plaque describing how they beat 20,000 

British (I think they mean Australians New Zealanders and British). A lump 

of shrapnel hit Mustafa Kemal on the heart – but his watch was in the 

way and he wasn’t hurt. Later of course he was to become Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk, the additional title meaning “the father of the Turkish people” 

for he was indeed the founder of modern secular Turkey. Had he been 

wearing a wristwatch, Turkey could still be under Ottoman rule. 

We lost Gallipoli campaign but the Turks lost many more men than we 

did. We have our memorials and they have theirs. At one point I saw our 

guide Tanna crying. The amazing thing is that as a result of that horrible 

event, Turkish-Australian relations improved after the war: surely unusual 

in the history of warfare. I think the most appropriate image to take away is this: a Turkish soldier 

helping a wounded Australian. 

As a footnote, one of the last acts of bastardry by the Ottomans was the Armenian Genocide, which 

started with the slaughter of Armenian intellectuals at exactly the same time, April 1915, as the start 

of the Anzac campaign. Ataturk himself played no part in it and is said to have condemned it, but 

even today the Turks deny it ever took place. How that might relate to the Gallipoli Campaign is 
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something Geoffrey Robertson is exploring in his new book An Inconvenient Genocide: Who Now 

Remembers the Armenians? 

Troy 

The towers of Ilium, the wine dark sea, Hector and Ajax, Achilles and Patroclus, 

the face that launched a thousand ships, the wooden horse … what rich images 

we have of Troy, thanks largely to Homer and the legends that are deeply within 

our culture. The legend of the wooden horse at least must have been true 

because first thing we saw on reaching the site was – a large wooden horse.  

Little was known about the site itself until a British archeologist Frank Calvert 

started digging in 1865 then in 1868 along came Heinrich Schliemann who 

poached on his Calvert’s site thinking it was Homer’s Troy. Schliemann 

did a lot of damage, having disturbed different historical layers and 

looted artefacts for his own purposes, including heads of statues. He 

assumed that what we now call Troy 2 was the scene of the Trojan 

Wars. It wasn’t, that was Troy 7. The small signs in the image indicate 

a different layer of Troys. Since then, nine different Troys have been 

found at the same site, layer upon layer, variously built from 3000 BC 

to around 500 AD. There are plenty of remains but putting them together 

to imagine Homer’s Troy, let alone the eight others, is impossible. New 

restoration clashes with the original, a boat ramp still in fine shape but 

now 5 kms from the sea, there is a temple site much later than Troy 7. 

You need days and a detailed guide to make much of this site. That 

evening back in Izmir (Smyrna) we watch sunset from our hotel window. 

Pergamon 

Pergamon, famous for its Akropolis and Asklepion, became important in 300 BC and flourished in the 

Hellenistic period at its peak under Emperor Hadrian (117-138). Earthquakes and the Goths in time 

reduced it to ruins. “Acropolis” is a generic term meaning “city on a 

hill” and an asklepion is a temple for healing dedicated to the god 

Asclepius; the one at Pergamon specialized in – psychotherapy. 

The Akropolis is quite a climb so what better 

way to get there than by cable car. Clever 

people those Romans. Tanna shows us a 

diagram of the city but piecing the extant ruins to the original is quite 

difficult: I’ll just give an over view of some of the temples, and the view from 

outer wall over the valley. 

The Asklepion 1 km away was reached from the city by the Via Tecta now gone. 

It was used a therapy centre from 4th century BC and the Romans under Hadrian 

added greatly to the complex: an avenue of Corinthian columns led to the two 

storey complex and a large ampitheatre. Patients who were pregnant or dying 

weren’t admitted, the latter because death would be an insult to Asklepios the 
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god of health. At lower ground level water was sent rippling through to 

make a restful background. A notice informs us that treatments included 

sleeping rooms with incubation, dream interpretation by priest doctors, 

hot, cold and mud baths, herbs, diet, massage, bloodletting, and 

emptying of the intestines. The sleeping rooms were connected by a large 

tunnel to the curative waters and the mud bath. Then they had a nice 

relaxing time at the theatre.  

Ephesus 

Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands, for the 

husband is the head of the wife, so let the wives be to 

their own husbands in everything. Husbands, love your 

wives, so ought men to love their wives as their own 

bodies. He that loveth his wife loves himself.”  So wrote 

Paul, Ephesians, 5, 22-8, to the few Christians living in  

Ephesus in 64 AD. 

Ephesus, one of the best preserved Roman sites today, 

was capital of Asia Minor and the most important port in 

ancient times, although the sea is now 8 kms away. We enter from the topside 

and walk steadily downhill to the still breathtaking Library of Celsus which once 

contained 12,000 scrolls of papyrus manuscripts. It is difficult to match ruins 

with their names, but as we descend we see several ruins starting with an odeon 

or small theatre the Prytaneum, a courtyard and 

offices for administration, and a banquet hall, the 

temple of Domitian, the temple of Hadrian, the 

Nymphaem Triani, a notice advising sailors on shore 

leave where the direction of the nearest brothel, if rather more indirectly 

than the similar signs in Pompeii, then the public latrine, fresh water 

continually flowing along the sewer, where earnest conversations took 

place about this and that, and to  the Library itself. Finally we come to the 

Grand Theatre which held 25,000 spectators, the cats doing a good job of 

looking after the place. A long colonnaded avenue takes us to our bus. 

Afterwards we go to the house where the Virgin Mary is said to have died, a short distance from 

Ephesus. The evidence for this is that Jesus on the Cross charged John: ”here is your mother.” When 

the apostles dispersed, John went to Asia Minor and it is supposed 

he took Mary with him. Certainly John died at Ephesus and the local 

Christians, to whom Paul had enjoined domestic fascism, claimed 

that Mary had lived with John. In the 19th century Catherina 

Emmerich, a German nun with stigmata, 

wrote a mystical book describing Mary’s last 

dwelling on earth in great detail that, as an 

expedition found in 1891, corresponded exactly with this present site. Each 

year there are thousands of pilgrims today, where they pray, take holy 
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water from the fountain, and write a prayer note, the prayer wall filled with notes within three 

weeks. Pictures inside the house are forbidden. 

Pamukkale 

We leave Izmir and drive through some beautiful countryside to 

Pamukkale which reminds us that Turkey is very fertile, and until 

recently, was entirely self-sufficient in what grows on the ground 

and what is underneath. As soon as multinationals came in 

screaming consumer choice, supermarket shelves were filled with 

imported goods and Turkey is no longer 

self-sufficient. 

Pamukkale means cotton castle, which is what it looks like. But before we 

find what that is all about, on top of this pile of cotton wool is the city of 

Hieropolis. Originally Greek, the sacred city and its thermal pools were 

ceded to Rome in 133 BC. The Temple of Apollo stands today in grand ruins, 

the Plutonium, said to be the gateway to Pluto's underworld, is also in ruins. 

As you walk along there are exotic looking palm trees, which were planted 

quite recently, and clear running streams. Then we suddenly come to the most dramatic sight. 

Beneath Pamukkale and Hierapolis lies a vast source of water 

heated by volcanic lava. The water dissolves over 30 different 

minerals, the most common being pure white calcium, it becomes 

saturated, and bursts forth and runs down a steep hillside. Cooling 

in the open air, the calcium precipitates from the water, adheres to 

the soil, and forms white calcium "cascades" frozen in stone called 

travertines, their dripping limestone and calcium residue making 

them look like frozen waterfalls. 

This is one of the most remarkable sights in Turkey, and one of the most unique in the world. The 

terraces rise in progressive levels more than 160 m high and 

nearly 3 km wide. The white of the calcium is broken up only 

by the blue-green waters pools in the terraces. In colder 

months, steam rises from the pools. A popular activity is to 

walk on the travertine but you have to remove your shoes: we 

didn’t bother. Another is basking in the hot pools but we saved 

that for the hotel, which was a few kms away in Denizli and like 

most in the area took advantage of the hot springs, calcium 

pools and mud pools. We just settled for the hot spring pool. 

We then have a totally different experience in Pamukkale. In 

the 13th century, Mevalana Rumi a Sufi mystic 

choreographed, for want of a better word, the mystical 

dance called Sema. It is based on the idea that the 

fundamental condition of our existence is to revolve: the 

stars revolve around their suns, atoms around the nuclei, our 
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blood circulates around our bodies, we come from the earth and return to it. The whirling dervishes 

use this idea of rotation to achieve a state of ecstasy and journey towards love and perfection. Sema 

is very formalistic and has seven parts. As the dervishes revolve they turn one hand upwards to the 

sky the other downwards to the earth to symbolise the unity of man and the universe. Revolving 

around the heart, from right to left, they embrace all of humankind and all of creation with affection 

and love. The ceremony itself may not be photographed but afterwards they give us a photo 

opportunity. 

Cappadocia 

The final destination in inland Turkey is Cappadocia, a long 8 hours from Pamukkale. We pass by a 

school and on the spur of the moment Tanna phones the principal to ask permission for us to visit. 

Normally we would have pencils and things to distribute to the kids 

but we didn’t have time to get organized. But the kids don’t seem to 

mind, or the teachers. We spend some time during a lesson, English 

compulsory with a portrait of Ataturk watching over proceedings. 

Turkey has a 4-4-4 system of schools, the first two being compulsory 

and free: primary school and secondary school which ends at Year 8. 

The third section, college, is not compulsory and amounts to four 

years leading to further education, vocational or university. Attempts are being made to extend 

compulsory schooling but a problem is the current conversion of many government schools to 

religious – a political rather than an educational or religious issue. 

Outside the village elders spend 

their time chatting about tourists 

who visit their local school. Men 

sitting around is a common sight in 

rural Turkey, where work is 

seasonal – in autumn we have 

arrived after harvesting. Up the 

street the houses seem primitive but they have solar panels, and 

along the way to Konya we pass a wind farm that would give Joe Hockey the poddy horrors. 

We drive through Konya, a large modern city, to a more traditional outer suburb where we have 

lunch. It borders a mountain with caves underneath where people lived, a foretaste of Cappadocia 

itself, and visit a caravanserai, centuries old, where merchants could overnight with their camel and 

horse trains safe from robbers. 

We arrive in the dark in Urchisar, 

the heart of Cappadocia, nosing 

our way down a narrow one way 

street in the correct direction 

fighting several vehicles coming 

up from the wrong direction but 

nobody seems to mind, not even 

our driver. We peer through the windows of the bus, seeing mysterious shapes and distances in the 

dark, wondering what exotic sights await us in daylight. Our hotel is built on the top and bottom side 
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of the road; our room has a spa at the foot of the bed, a sitting room, and a large bathroom and 

toilet with the recent perverted extra: a large glass wall to the bedroom so that you can lie in bed 

and view whatever is going on in the bathroom. Kinky. 

If Pamukkale offered a weird natural landscape, Cappadocia was even weirder. Cappadocia is in the 

centre of Turkey on a high plateau over 1000 m in altitude, 400 km east–west and 250 km north–

south, pierced by volcanic peaks the tallest Mt Erciyes or Aegeus at  3916 m. Cappadocia has hot dry 

summers and cold snowy winters. Cappadocia was the homeland of the Hittite Empire, and then a 

succession of rulers: the Persian Emperor Darius, then Alexander the Great, the Romans, Byzantine 

empires. From the 15th century Cappadocia remained part of the Ottoman Empire until just after 

WW1. 

 A major attraction in the Goreme region, 

where we are, is to see the extraordinary 

landscape from above during sunrise when 

the winds are least. So we’re up at 5 am 

well rugged up against the cold to go hot 

air ballooning. This was a magical 

experience, no wind – for we drifted with whatever wind there was – 

and so silent except for the oohs and ahs from people in awe and the occasional roar from the hot 

air generator. The balloon on the right is heading towards Uchisar, where our hotel is. On descent, 

the pilot brought us down within a metre of the trolley (how?) and a few helping hands guided the 

balloon onto the trailer where it was dismantled, ready for tomorrow morning. 

Now it is broad daylight and we can see the vista from our hotel.  We visit a typical cave house. The 

government has recently banned their use for permanent residence, 

because the rocks are supposed to emit a noxious gas that can 

endanger health if inhaled over years. Actually there are plenty of 

luxury tourist resorts in these rocks but tourists don’t stay long enough 

to risk their health. Here’s another house, modernised. The recent 

movie Winter Sleep featured these cave houses (very good, and at 198 

mins, value for money). 

We come to the early Christian caves cut into the rock where they lived 

and prayed from 300 to 1200 AD, when the Ottomans put a stop to that 

sort of thing. At least they didn’t convert the caves into mosques. We 

weren’t allowed to photograph 

inside, with carved out altars and 

lovely frescoes. 

Uchisar is the highest point in the region, with its castle 

immediately above our hotel. Graves were cut in the rock 

which we see as we go up. On the top is a magnificent view of 

the whole region with snow-capped Mt Erciyes or Aegeus in 

the south and a less dramatic view to the north. 
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Next morning we visit a carpet factory where we learn about the difference 

between cheap and expensive carpets: the number of knots, the material used 

silk, and of course size. We see ladies at work, then a demonstration of carpet 

after carpet, some costing well over 5 figures US, delivered free to your home. To 

help us in our choice we are given a glass of rhaki, the Turkish version of the 

aniseed liqueur that is pernod in France, Sambuca in Italy, ouzo in Greece and 

arrack in Bulgaria, all going milky when water is added. Lovely stuff, but we still didn’t buy a carpet. 

The early Christians used to hide from the Romans in underground cites they’d built as their air raid 

shelters. We visit the main such city, Kaymakli. The Christians lived underground for as long as six 

months but usually less, until the Romans  got sick of it and went away. 

The underground cities have vast defence networks of traps 

throughout their many levels such as large rocks rolled against the 

entrance and staked so the caves could not be entered. In retaliation 

the Romans blocked their breathing chimneys but the Christians simply 

burrowed upwards to create more air vents. All home comforts: 

kitchen, storeroom, winery. 

Next stop is a ceramics factory: another hard sell of course. 

Beautiful work: a plate in the making, you can see how lovely it is: 

more Hittite wine jars A man demonstrates how a wine jar can be 

made three pieces then put together, all in 10 minutes. “Easy,” he 

said. 

 Urgup are so called fairy mushrooms created when large hard rocks settled 

on the softer volcanic rock, and over time that latter weathered into 

columns, capped by the harder rocks. We stop on the way to overlook the 

plain for the last time before we fly back to Istanbul in the morning. 

We are to board a ship and visit some coastal Turkish towns before turning 

to Russia, Ukraine, Romania, and Bulgaria. 

Amasra 

We board mv Island Sky, a small British owned vessel, captained by a Finn, 

hosted by a witty South African, and wonderful service from thoughtful 

and personable Filipinos, who in days had remembered the names of 

everyone. It was built for 114 passengers and we were 70: plenty of room. 

This girl is offering a vodka tasting: Russian, Ukranian, Crimean. We liked 

the latter the best, smooth with an almost fruity tasty. The Russian was as coarse 

as Putin’s diplomatic skills, whi h doesn’t say much for Australian vodka if that is 

the criterion. 

The first night out, a small ship, a high wind, the Black Sea lived up to its name. We 

learned from Brig Philip Sanders, a military historian and guest lecturer on board, 

that the Black Sea is so-called for various reasons. Originally the “black” referred 

to inhospitable because several savage tribes lived around the fringe and made life difficult for the 
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Greeks and Romans. It is normally fairly smooth as we later found to the great relief of many. The 

“black” can also refer to the lower salinity and less refraction of the sun’s rays.  

Originally a  lake, after the great deluge following the ice age around 5000 BC it 

broke through the Bosphorous, which probably gave rise to the Noah’s ark story. 

The Black Sea is extremely deep, up to 2,000 m, but below 200 m it is sterile and 

the largest reservoir of hydrogen sulphide and dead to wild life but surface fish 

stocks are returning after fishing regulations have been introduced.  

Our first stop at in the morning is Bartin previously Parthenios now a military 

base which we bypass. We drive through over a 

mountain pass where we find Bird’s Rock 

monument which was built by Emperor 

Tiberius in 41 – 54 AD, the roman eagle 

symbolizing sovereignty over Anatolia. Some 

amazing views down the coast and Amasra lies 

before us 

Amasra is one of the most beautiful 

towns on the Black Sea Coast. Once 

part of the Roman then  Byzantine 

and finally Ottoman empires, the 

usual sequence, it is now a quiet 

resort town but with its history 

everywhere.    

Amasya 

Samsun is a large port 218 nautical miles east of 

Bartin but has nothing to do with washing 

machines. In May 1919 it was where Ataturk 

launched the Turkish War of Independence, and 

fittingly there is a statue of him in the city square. 

However we pass through Samsun for the town of 

Amasya, spelt like Amasra but with “y” instead of “i”,  hidden in the valley of 

the Yesilirmak River. Amasya  has seen the passage of 9 civilizations from the 

Hittites onwards. The Ottomans took over in 1389 making Amasya briefly the eastern capital of the 

kingdom of Pontus. The tombs of Pontic kings are cut into the hills above the town. 

We walk beside the river to the town centre, passing a few tatty 

buildings but most are fine in the Ottoman style. Outside the 

mosque there is an ancient tree that was 

planted 500 years ago to act as a lightning 

conductor so that the mosque wouldn’t be 

struck. The tree has been struck several times, 

but regrows each time to be struck another 

day. Also outside is an elaborate fountain where the faithful wash their feet. 
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We are required to remove our shoes, outside the mosque, for a very practical reason: in prayer, 

worshippers don’t want to touch their foreheads where dirty shoes have trod. Possibly this is why 

visitors, even male visitors, are never allowed onto the men’s area whereas socks are good enough 

for the rest. As the area is prone to earthquakes, there is an earthquake detector by the door of the 

mosque: a heavy cylinder that will rotate if all is well, but in the event of a movement of the earth, it 

will not be possible to turn it. I try, and yes, no earthquakes today. We walk back down beside the 

river to lunch and wave goodbye to the ubiquitous statue of Ataturk. 

Trabzon 

We travel the 162 nautical miles to Trabzon 

overnight. The earliest evidence of civilization is 

at Trabzon going back 7,000 years BC; today it is 

one of the largest ports in Turkey. But Trabzon is 

not on our main destination. We board a bus 

and head inland to a very dramatic site high in 

the mountains. We pass a hydro station, which has done enormous damage by diverting the water 

and dehydrating forests and farmlands, and a trout farm, which supplied us with a lunch option. We 

pause at a riverside café for lunch to tranfer to minibuses that can negotiate a very steep narrow 

winding road. On the way we stop for an amazing view: there is our destination, the Sumela 

monastery We have to get out and walk the last km or so but we have a Turkish folk band for 

company. 

The Sumela Monastery was founded in the 4th 

century and dedicated to the Virgin Mary. Sumela 

derives from the word “black” partly because it was 

built on the edge of a cave in the Black Mountains 

and partly perhaps because a fresco of the dying 

Mary in a black shroud. Emperor Justinian had it enlarged and restored in the 6th 

century but the present structure derives from the 13th century. The Ottomans 

valued it and untypically didn’t turn it into a mosque. In the 18th and 19th 

centuries frescoes and extra buildings were added and it became an important 

place for pilgrimage. However some frescoes were removed and damaged in 

the process while others were adorned with 20th century graffiti. Main 

structures are a chapel, kitchen, bakery, student rooms, and monks’ cells. 

Back in Trabzon, we visit the St Sophia or Hagia Sophia church built on the 13th 

century and converted recently a working mosque, the old bell tower acting as 

muezzin. Fishermen years ago scratched boats and fish on the stone for good 

luck. The church has many old frescoes most the worse for wear. The church is 

popular as a photo op for engagement and wedding parties.  The church is at the 

edge of a cliff overlooking the sea from which the fishermen’s boats would have 

departed. 
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A final visit in Turkey is appropriately enough to the art deco house of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. 

Imposing from outside, it is surprisingly simply inside, a large central stair case and landings, with 

smallish rooms off. Many photos of Ataturk at important events of his life adorn the walls. 

After Galipoli Ataturk was steadily promoted, at the end of the war he 

was commander of the Turkish 7th Army in Syria. After the war Britain 

France and Italy tried to divide Turkey  

at the Treaty of Sevres, which Ataturk 

rejected. He retreated to Anatolia, from 

which he launched the War of 

Independence. Ataturk was convinced 

that the decline of the Ottoman Empire 

was due to three main factors: slavish 

devotion to Islam was holding back social and military progress; the 

empire had become too big to defend, and vigorous leadership would be necessary to achieve 

change. In 1922 the Muslim Caliphate was abolished, the Sultan exiled and Ataturk was declared 

President. His major reforms included the introduction of western legal codes, and western dress 

calender and alphabet, and a secular state. 

Ataturk was idolized by the people and still is to a large extent, although as mentioned there are 

moves to make Turkey an Islam state once again. Ataturk was the surname 

given him meaning the father of his people Well many of them it seemed. 

When Brig Sanders gave a talk on Ataturk, he mentioned that even as early as 

the Gallipoli campaign Ataturk was sick from a kidney problem, claimed to 

have been due to gonorrhea. He died at the early age of 57 in 1938 from a 

liver problem brought about by wine. Our guides next day let us know what 

they thought of these implied criticisms of Ataturk’s morals and drinking 

problem. The matter of gonorrhea should not be a matter for public 

discussion and he wasn’t a wine drinker: he drank only rhaki, a fine Turkish 

drink. Ataturk certainly brought Turkey into the 20th century but it seems that 

reaction is now setting in, particularly under Erdogan 

Our first impression of Turkish food was very positive: tasty and beautifully presented. After many 

meals however, particularly lunches, we 

detected a certain sameness: vegetables fried 

in olive oil, a tomato salad, BBQed meat, never 

pork Ataturk notwithstanding, the best meat 

being beef mince spiced up and put back 

together. Bulgar is the usual carbohydrate 

accompaniment made from wheat. Some fish, but no surprises there, cooked much like we are used 

to. Desserts: very sweet honey flavoured doughballs, rich baklava or raw fruit.  
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Turkey is a great wine producer with indigenous grapes. A wine that 

translates as Ox Eye is like a rich merlot to which it is related, Emir is 

related to sauvignon blanc but heavier more like unwooded 

chardonnay, Kalecik Karazi is like a pinot. Reds are 

mostly good to very good, mouthfilling; pleasant 

whites if not very subtle; most are cheap by our 

standards at $10-15 a bottle. Turkey produces a lot of wine and as many Turks 

don’t drink much wine, there must be a killing there for an enterprising 

Australian importer I’ve never seen Turkish wine on our shelves.  

This man seems very happy after his meal anyway (snapped in an outdoor 

restaurant).  

To sum up, we were surprised by Turkey. In part we had been influenced by such movies as Midnight 

Express, based on a true story, but Oliver Stone in the film greatly exaggerated the bad side of 

Turkish justice, so much so that the country lost $55 million through drops in trade and tourism. 

Stone later apologised to the Turkey on a later visit but he didn’t repay anything of the $55 million 

out of the profits the film made. So it was a great pleasure to discover that Turkey wasn’t brutal and 

primitive. So much of what we thought of as an exotic country was familiar, from history, Christianity 

and altogether with a complex rich history that underscores so much of Western culture.  

 


